THIS WEEKEND AT The

Attic

(Actual size: 1 3/8 x 1 7/8)
Stitching on Silk Gauze (& 40c Linen over 1) One 2-Hr. Class
Instructor: Jean
Fee: $25
Saturday, March 17, 10 - 12 Noon
Join us for this class and see how quick, easy, fun, and rewarding it is to stitch on 40c silk gauze (or 40c linen, as shown in the scan
above). Create a design in nearly half the time because you're only doing half the number of passes of the needle! Included with
your class fee is a Threads Through Time design of your choice, a mounted piece of 40c silk gauze, needles, and threader.
Sampler Sunday
3 Hours +
Instructor: Jean
Fee: $10
Sunday, March 18, 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Okay, Linda has the dessert all ready, and she won't even be with us ~ she's on a short trip to visit dear friends in Texas, and so we
will enjoy her treat without her. But thanks to her ingenuity in the kitchen, we have had this month's program planned for months
~ on hornbooks. And thanks to dear Vickie for providing me some research on this topic. Please call to register.
March Sampler of the Month
I showed you this early in March, the beautiful "New England Sampler," a new design ($18) from Brenda Keyes of The Sampler
Company, and I promised to show you fibers and fabric selections. So here's NPI on 29c hand-dyed Glenshee, the absolutely
perfect fabric, we think, for stitching over 1, imported and available to us through the Queen of Over One, Maureen Appleton of
The Heart's Content. I really also want to show you the A Ver A;Soie colors for this as well, and I'll do that next week. I didn't
think it would take me the whole month of March to show you

WHAT'S NEW IN THE SHOP
I showed you this a few weeks ago, but I forgot to show you the outside of it. Dah!!!! And I just received an e-mail from
Just*Nan that it is on its way via UPS and is supposed to arrive on March 22! We're taking reservations now for this limited
edition kit, "Lady Scarlet's Secret Garden" ($50) and unless you want to wait for our second shipment in May, call now to
reserve yours. Lady Scarlet measures approximately 3 inches in diameter. You will want to have this treasure in your collection!

Here in all of their silky splendor are the newest silks in the shop from our favorite thread dyer, Crescent Colours. I've been trying
to snap a show of the wall for several weeks now, but it's been impossible to keep all of the colors in stock for a photograph. These
are 5-yard skeins in glorious shades of 12-ply silk that retail for $5.50/skein. Very soon I'll show you several pieces I'm stitching
(one will be May's special kitted Sampler of the Month) using these beautiful threads from Sharon. Aren't we so very fortunate to
have such wonderful materials to enhance our enjoyment of this relaxing and therapeutic pastime! Sharon will be releasing 25
more at the June needlework market, and we simply can't wait! We already have the hooks on the wall waiting to be filled.

And here's a wonderful opportunity for you to get acquainted with the Belle Soie ~ they are indeed true to their name, beautiful
silk! Diane/Liattle House Needleworks and Sharon/Crescent Colours are giving you four seasonal threadpacks using these silks
~ the first is here, "Spring Sampler," complete with 2-yards of five colors and the charming design, all for $15.50. Also in this
week, the next in the Scripture Series of threadpacks, "Goodwill," and next in the Fruit Series, "Strawberries," each $12. I tried
scanning them with the threads showing, which, unfortunately, washes out the scanned pictures a bit but shows the threads quite
nicely.

It is most fitting, for sure, to show you the newest from Maureen/The Heart's Content as we prepare for

Saturday's class ~ after all, Maureen pioneered this over-one technique decades ago and was one of the first
in the industry to design on silk gauze, and here are her very latest releases. First, another splendorous
"Splendor, this one called "Saint Valentine," stitched on 40c over 1 ~ this kit ($46) comes complete with the
fabric, but if you're inclined to want to stitch this on 29c over 1 or 40c over 2, we're happy to substitute fabric
for you. Next, two beautiful Persian designs in her miniature silk sampler series, each on 40c silk gauze
kitted with A'Ver A'Soie silks ~ there's nothing like stitching with silk on silk! If you haven't tried it, you're
missing a grand experience. The kits are "Sultanabad" ($50) and "Motasham" ($48) also known as Persian
Pageant II and I (as I have them shown) ~ and last but certainly not least, in her Fruitful series, luscious
"Blueberries" ($38), done over 1 on hand-dyed Glenshee. Don't you just love the bird on the roof ~ and did
you see the stately deer peeking out from behind the trees to the left of the house? And the birds in the
trees?

And from another of our very favorite ladies in this business, Linda of Chessie & Me, three charming new
designs, "Tall Cabin Sampler" ($8), "The Journey" ($8) with a verse that we who are addicted to our needles
can relate to: "The journey begins with a single stitch" ~ and "Oh, May I Ever" ($18 including hand-dyed
linen), perfect for your soulmate or a dear friend as well

And from one of the most talented artists in our business, Sandra/Homespun Elegance has these charming
new designs for you: "Abundant Compote" in both cross stitch ($10.25 includes button) and punchneedle
($12) ~ and "Spring Rider" in counted thread ($9.75 with button) ~ it's very adorable shown here on 10c ~
just imagine how cute it would be on 40c over 2? And "Delivering Snow" ($12 with embellishments), and
I'm sure many of you want no more snow "deliveries" this season except in your needlework.

Beautiful new designs from Gloria/Milady's Needle: "My Little Quaker Ruler Pocket" ($16 with ruler)
shown here with the beautiful Olde Willow threadpack ($18) ~ a cover for your address book or as a framed
sampler, "At Home With Friends & Family" ($8) ~ and "1786 Practice Sampler" ($10) ~ this small sampler
is a reproduction of motifs from a larger sampler and, in the style of the original sampler, instructions and
diagrams are included for stitching this in a reversible manner if you wish.

Three new monochromatic designs: "Spots III" ($7), shown here in NPI 253 ~ but wouldn't it be fun to use
an overdyed silk? Attic Tea from Crescent Colours would be a lovely green! ~ "A Quaker Floral" ($8) from
Midnight Stitching, stitched with Crescent Colours' Manor Red ~ "Part 5 of My Grandma's Attic Series,
Judith Proctor" ($8) from Lisa Cowell ~ and "Star of David Topiary" ($6) from Knotted Tree NeedleArt
stitched in The Thread Gatherer's Midnight Cobalt

New from Long Dog Samplers, "St. Reatham" ($23) and "Beautie Spotte" ($24), a great companion piece to
"Sonne Spotte" ~ soon I'll show you Molly's rendition of this one on 40c Lakeside's Green Slate ~ it is
simply stunning! I didn't have my camera the day Molly was in with her sampler in progress, and now she
and Hugo are on a month-long trip, but as soon as they get back, I'll photograph it to show you.

From everyone's perennial favorite, The Prairie Schooler: "Spring Has Come!" ~ "Rain, Rain, Go Away" ~
"Measure of a Year" ~ "Summer Breeze" ~ each $8.

From The Victoria Sampler, another in Thea's wonderful series of "farm samplers," this one called
"Strawberry Fields Farm" ($52 with accessory pack, plumb full of silk threads and beads) ~ and next in her
alphabet series, "N is for Nurse" ($35.50) ~ and, lastly, from Cathy Jean for TVS, "Loving Free" ($10) with
its charming sheep and a heartfelt sentiment: "Love like you'll never be hurt."

Three from Sheepish Designs, "Alpha Sheep" ~ "Red House" ~ "Hey Ya'll" with its fenced-in animals, each
$8.

From Periwinkle Promises, "Queen's Rose Garden Sampler" and the "Wedgewood Flower Sampler," each
$15 ~ "My Lady of the Snow" ($17) and "Make a Wish" ($13.50) in their Little Wishes Series, both from
Passione Ricamo.

Two very adorable punchneedles designs: "A Special Gift" from Stone & Thread and and "April Showers"
from Charlotte Dudney, both $12.

From Jeannette Douglas Designs, the most charming "Awesome Apple Seed Needlebook" ($8) and from
The Cat's Whiskers, a limited edition scissor pocket complete with Dinky Dyes thread ($12) ~ we got the
Gingher scissors in ($33) and found that we preferred a toned-down silk, "Sydney Harbour," on 32c Smokey

Pearl Belfast best suited our tastes as a complement to the colors in the scissors. The linen cut needed for the
scissor pocket is $4.

We've about run out of time for today, I'm afraid, but here's a few photos taken from our "Spring" front
display featuring Alice's beautiful rendition of "And A Forest Grew" ~ she stitched it on 40c Vintage Tundra
with some overdyed thread substitutions ~ and Courtney's first design, "Mermaid's Folly" ($25) ~ aren't we
proud to be able to exhibit her model front and center as you walk in our front door!

Aren't the roses beautiful? All of them are from Marc/The Silver Lining ~ so lifelike that one can almost
smell them!

We're also very pleased to have on exhibit for your viewing pleasure a trunk show from the talented duo
known to you as the Fern Ridge Collection

Many of their designs have to be seen to be fully appreciated. I love them all, their clever combinations of
beaded scissors fob and needlebook, but my very favorite is the "Welcome to My World" set featuring
glorious pineapples everywhere, on the beaded scissors fob, on the needlebook, on the very clever pineapple
pincushion, and on the smalls that hold the pineapple scrimshaw, the ruler and threadwinder. Not pictured is
a beautiful basket with its button bottom also featuring a pineapple, a very lovely basket to hold all of these
goodies.
On Saturday, April 21, there will be a day-long workshop with instructions from Christy on finishing the
smalls in the morning and after lunch beading the fob with Debra. More details to follow ~ I just wanted to
give you plenty of notice so that you can keep that Saturday open and spend the day at The Attic making
lovelies for your sewing basket.

This week the ladies of The Attic were treated to a very healthy and delicious salad buffet (and dessert) by a
group of very special customers who spend the second Wednesday of every month putting our classroom to
good use. Begun as part of one of the Valley's guilds, the group known as the East Side Bag Ladies now has
no guild affiliation but continues to congregate in our classroom with their projects monthly, and this past
week they treated us to a most delicious lunch! Thank you June and friends for your thoughtful treats!

Well, now I am really done ~ enjoy your weekend. This week's eNewsletter is all in green in recognition of
St. Patrick's Day. I'm not Irish, but once a year I think everybody is. As much as I love beer, I must say that
I've never had it green!
Jean Lea
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